CA Notify

Get COVID-19 Exposure Alerts

Add CA Notify to your phone to protect your friends,
family, and community from COVID-19
Protect your friends, family, and community

CA Notify is a free exposure notification system for smartphones, implemented by
the California Department of Public Health, to alert you if you’ve been exposed to
COVID-19. CA Notify is easy to use, private, secure, and 100% voluntary. It’s available
for both iPhone and Android phones. CA Notify helps keep communities safe from
COVID-19 by alerting people if they need to get tested or stay home.

How does it work?

Once you’ve activated CA Notify, your phone uses Bluetooth technology to
anonymously exchange information with nearby phones that also have CA Notify
activated. If you are close to another person long enough to be exposed, CA Notify
records it. If that person later tests positive for COVID, CA Notify will send you a
message letting you know you were exposed, and with information about what you
can do to take care of yourself and prevent the further spread. If you are the one who
tests positive, CA Notify will send you a different message describing what you can
do to anonymously notify the people you have recently been around. Your privacy is
secure since the program is anonymous. CA Notify doesn’t use GPS, doesn’t track your
identity or immigration status, and doesn’t know your specific location.

How does it help?

CA Notify helps alert people if they’ve been exposed to COVID-19, so they can
get tested, monitor their symptoms, and take precautions. Even if you’ve been
fully vaccinated, you can still potentially spread COVID-19. Join millions of other
Californians and activate CA Notify today.

Scan this
QR code
to activate
your phone
today

Join Your Community

People across California
are coming together to save lives.
Join them by adding your phone today.
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